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Inter-Serbian Sanctions: Shortcomings in Serbian Enforcement
Persist

Since the United Nations extended Belgrade's limited sanctions relief on
22 April, Serbia and Montenegro have not rectified the deterioration in
enforcement observed in February and March.
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President Milosevic has little incentive to further restrict support to the BSA or
reduce economic ties to Bosnia.

This memorandum was prepared by analysts of the DCI Interagency Balkan Task Force. The
report was requested by Leon Fuerth, Assistant to the Vice President for National Security
Affairs, to provide information on Serbia's sanctions against the Bosnian Serbs. Comments and

and maybe directed o the Chief, DCI Interagency Balkan Task ForceZ
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Update on Border Activity

Although overall Serbian and Montenegrin (FR 1) trade with the Bosnian Serbs
probably is below the level rior to Belgrade's imposition of sanctions in August1994, persisten reporting of prohibited shipments entering Bosnia
indicates Belgrade's enforcement has not tightened since 22 April, leaving the
deterioration in enforcement observed in February and March unaddressed. The
"ant trade" of numerous automobiles, buses, and tractors crossing the 3 40-mile borderdaily appears to be a primary source of non-military violations. Although FRY border
officials have confiscated some goods and arrested a few violators, ICFY's limited
presence enables it to capture only a fraction of actual violations and most vehicles
carying small amounts of prohibited goods enter Bosnia largely unimpeded.
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Border Crossings Monitored 24 Hours by ICFY
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The onset of good weather coincident with ICFYfunding and staffing problems
undercut the mission's already limited ability to monitor the border, increasing the
chance that large violations occurred:

* Many back roads that were impassable during the winter opened at a time
when the number of crossings monitored around-the-clock and the number ofroving patrols decreased.

* Belgrade announced that some crossings will be open for extended hours this
summer.

" Security threats forced the mission to withdraw about one-third of its
personnel from the border for more than a week in early June and has further
restricted monitors' ability to conduct patrols.

After having declined to about 110 members in April, well below ICFY's declared
minimum acceptable level of 150 people, mission staffing has risen and is projected to
reach 200 monitors by 1 July. Even with 200 monitors, however, the mission would
be unable to verify closure of a 340-mile border with 125 known crossings--most of
which the monitors consider minor. ICFY probably needs 300-400 monitors to
significantly i crease1 its ability to assess Belgrade's enforcement of sanctions
against Pale.

Shortcomings and inconsistencies in FRY cooperation and enforcement continued
to hamper the effectiveness of the ICFY mission. State Department reporting
indicates that ICFY judges the level of overall cooperation is good and unchanged
since 22 April, although it remains inconsistent. On several occasions, for example,FRY police cited jurisdictional problems when refusing to investigate apparent
violations occurin within sight of border crossin s
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The "Back Door' via Croatia: Still Open

Despite~a th'Croain Sanctions: .stA ae sians Sresptee Cotian S i sistane Mission's (SAM) reports that Zagreb'srenewed control over the.Zagreb-Belgrade highway has ended Bosnian Serb use of theghway Bni Serb importscontinuev Croatia's DIniatian C s $ACroatfi
suspctstat trucks enteringr Daaian oast support considerabe..
trade between theBsniCrats adteBsinSefr &according tor GS nbs ~reportg M eve many Crtia ustos f s Er ofth
Bosnliathat ar4 drb'corplielloeb~ w tucks' 6ih -omercial and hiumnanarian
slp ts t be desin fS raeas. -Once inside Bsna

these ::...:::.::: trucks.::are..ot..ef.edti :.ely :.cont .:o.led . O...n sevefiT c as o,'ionehua ts' fe

goods, including miitary clouthing, have been discovered pn trucyks entering Bosnia
SAM headqB:uarts ii ss estiias tat SAM;Cro tia inedsa s.aff of50 peop e
to a cieve resut comparabIto the IC2 mso in Serbia

Ongoing Serbian Support for the Bosnian Serb Army

reporting since late April provides mounting evidence that Belgrade
continues to supply the BSA, bolstering previous reports that indicated Serbian
President Milosevic and VJ Chief of Staff Perisic, in particular, had agreed to
provide support:
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* The VJ continues to provide military intelligence to the BS

Serbian-Bosnian Serb Air Defense Systems: Linked But Autonomous

AlthuQgh the Ser:ian and Bosnian Serb inated a defense systems (IADS) are tied
together tie rationishp probay exdeds'only to theexhange arywarnia

formatn ad not tothe'authorizationto fire:wapons. Boi ounties have
dedicated ear f nifong ibeni :ispace; however and
athrizaidn to engage aircriftwith anti-aircraft tvapon systems such as stuface-to
air nussiles or antaircratartiliery, pro6bably rests xith eaclipart seniori otical id
nlitary leaders Belgrade does not appear to have the authority order an
engagerfent in Bia6r sta gaenteunt rdered by theBianSeb

There is also evidence that the Serbian Ministry of Internal Affairs (MUP) helps
the VJ and Serbian military suppliers make shipments to the Bosnian Serbs:

* the MUP continues to facilitate weekly
shipments of 60-100 tons of munitions to the BSA.

* Supplies regularly are transported to Bosnia in autos or light trucks[
according to military reporting.

* Since late fall 1994, the MUP has been assisting the FRY munitions firm
Krusik--located in Valjevo and has Bosnian Serb personnel working at its
plant--in supplying weapons and ammunition to the BSA

A special program at Krusik prod ces weapons and
ammunition that are shipped by truck to the BSA. The MUP prevents the
ICFY monitors from detecting the truck shipments.

Beyond the supply of military goods, on oin VJ-BSA meetin s and contacts
indicate that cooperation continues.

VJ-BSA contacts apparently extend down through the ranks. Many VJ officers
maintain close ties to the BSA and believe that they have a duty to aid their former
colleagues now fighting in Bosnia, according to military reporting. Although Mladic is
often in Belgrade, mid-and low-level VJ and BSA officers are most frequently in
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contact, according to US Defense Attache reporting.
hundreds of soldiers in uniform transitin he FRY-Rosnianrder since2

0 .

The RleUcop rivestigation: neon c1sive

The ICFYinvestigation into leAptif a~d traicks sipeted to be hejicopf pr
flighis from Bosnia into $efbia poved to'b ihis cuive; Mpels from Britain;

Frne gsagdtgyie Ststesacould noagree'nwhther the tracks were
helicoper Rinvoi incrossoder eilatlonsor asifrlon 4th edaisig1i

problenwvatomosided~because onyaode of the tracks e rbrae yee
NA WA r raf isual ebsrv eSveraif ie erSi i

suspect buat tculd adt be confrneds'The cofted Macldngs ofjleticopter lightsC
were det'ermined tghave beenautkorlzed ineiil eVacuatkdaflighis, The rddar'

monitoring'operations. The investigation icouded that IC1~Y is neither.eqcuipped nor
orgatfized-to moitofthe aisite 49er,,the borer. Aia6lo heicpter detections '

Pale's Military Procurement Efforts

The Bosnian Serbs also appear to make direct procurements from Serbian
mu nitions supplers-with Belrade almost ce nlare therhuesn
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Separately, Pale is using a network of individuals in at least Greece and Cvnene
procure strategic imports,

The procure ment nmn appears to route shipments via Serbia
establishin offices he

Impact on the BSA

Despite the military aid Belgrade reportedly is supplying, the embargo appears tobe exacerbating the supply, distribution, and financial difficulties the BSA facedprior to August The BSA is overstretched and suffering from manpower,ammunition, fuel, and money shortages-which are eroding BSA morale. These
problems have not, however, severly hindered the BSA's ability to defend its areasof control:

* Manpower. The number of new BSA conscripts continues to fall and anestimated 170 000 young men have already fled to Serbi
During a Mladic visit to Belgrade see g assistance inear y June. Miosevic agreed to denort Rnsnian Serb males from Serbia toBosnia

* Ammunition. Mladic told the officer corps in la
ammumitior-
in mid-Apri riy ammuni ion reserves, particu arlhowitzers, were deplete Anadvisor to Mladic stated n May tnat the usA also lacks raw materials toproduce ammunition

* Ed. A Mladic advisor stated in May that BSA fuel sunnlies were adequatefor defensive actions Maldic told theofficer corps in late Apnl that the BSA needed "more than a lot" of fuel,
Bosnian Serb forces on the front-lines in western Bosnia are utfering extreme shortages of fuel and foods

* Money-d. the BSAae alheBA
money-o
BSA t nuy naeSn naarrt o s.

s orle as of April and May morale in the BSAwas at its lowest ever |Salarproblems are a primary reason or mor e pro ems
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Impact on the Bosnian Serb Economy

The Bosnian Serb economy has deteriorated significantly since August 1994, and
Belgrade's embargo appears to have also accelerated a decline in the populace's
standard of living. The populace has become increasingly dependent on the black
market for consumer goods:

* press indicate that Pale's economy isoperating at or near subsistence. In late ay, Bosnian Serb "President"
Karadzic declared the economy cannot be strangled because the Bosnian
Serbs are "peasants who can make their own food, weapons, and munitions'

* foodstuffs were readily available
in Bosnian Serb territory in April. but inter-Serb sanctions had created cash
shortages. food prices in Bosnian
Serb-occupied areas fell in 1994 from 1993 evels becuse of a shift of
resources to farming and higher yields

Belgrade's blockade has hit Pale's industrial sector the hardest. Bosnian Serb
imports of bulk raw materials and exports to and via Serbia appear to have been
sharply curtailed. Shortages of petroleum products, and the money to pay for them,
also have limited Bosnian Serb industry. Moreover, Belgrade's apparent ending of
banking ties, limits on financial subsidies, and the drying up of domestic and forei n
ca ital available to Pale has essentially ended domestic investment

* The embargo has reduced many factories to operations at only 10-15 percent
of capacity, caused the recent shutdown of several industries, and cut
operations by the textile and wood processing firms in half to about 17
percent of capacity, according to press reporting. As priority sectors,however, the arms and the medical industries reportedly have maintained
output near pre-embargo levels.

* inter-Serb sanctions cut off Bosnian Serb
banks from correspondent banks in Serbia. Because the Pale regime used the
Serbian new dinar as currency, the regime now relies on hard currency--
mostly German marks-to conduct trade and pay smugglers.

Pale has had only minor success in restructuring its economy in response to
Belgrade's embargo and UN sanctions. Pale's efforts to centralize control over taxes
and spending were rebuffed by local authorities and the leading taxpayers--businesses
and profiteers Many industries have oriented their
limited production toward domestic, often wartime, needs.
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Outlook

Serbian President Milosevic has little incentive to further restrict support to theBSA or reduce economic ties to Bosnia. Milosevic wants to use the embargo topressure Pale but not seriously undermine the BSA 's capabilities, particularly
given rising tensions and fighting in Bosnia. Moreover, Belgrade's current
enforcement posture has been sufficient to induce the ICFY mission to verify toMilosevic's compliance to the United Nations while still allowing him to aid the
BSA using methods that ICFY has not detected Milosevic probably also wants touse ongoing assistance to maintain influence with military and political leaders inBosnia, facilitate any future assistanc e 'ina Serbs, and to ensure that theBSA does not sustain a major defeat.
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